2019 Sample Qualified Registry (QR) Data Capture Form

Anesthesiologist: _____________________________________
Physical Status


1

2

3

4

5

Date of Service: _____/________/_______

6

Same MD, DOS and same patient. State Procedure: ____________________________________

MIPS 44: CABG - Preoperative Beta-Blocker (Process)

MIPS 131: Pain Assessment and Follow Up (Process)

Numerator Codes
 4115F: Beta Blocker Administered within 24 hrs. prior to
surgical incision
 4115F 8P: Beta Blocker not administered, reason not
otherwise specified

Numerator Codes
 G8730: Pain assessment documented as positive using a
standardized tool AND a follow-up plan is documented
 G8731: Pain assessment using a standardized tool is
documented as negative, no follow-up plan required
 G8732: Pain assessment documented as positive, follow-up
plan not documented, documentation the patient is not
eligible at the time of the encounter

Denominator Exception
 4115F 1P: Documentation of medical reasons for not
administering beta blocker within 24 hours prior to
surgical incision

MIPS 76: CVC related Bloodstream Infections (Process)
Numerator Codes
 6030F: All elements of sterile barrier techniques followed
 6030F 8P: Sterile Barrier Techniques not followed, reason not
otherwise specified
Denominator Exception
 6030F 1P: Documentation of medical reasons for not following
all elements of maximal sterile barrier technique, hand
hygiene, skin preparation and sterile ultrasound techniques
during CVC insertion

MIPS 424: Temperature Management (Outcome)
Denominator Code
 4255F: Anesthesia of 60-minutes duration or longer
Numerator Codes
 G9771: At least 1 body temperature > 35.5 degrees Celsius
 G9772: Documentation of medical reason for not recording at
least 1 body temperature > 35.5 degrees Celsius
 G9773: At least 1 body temperature > 35.5 degrees Celsius
NOT recorded




Denominator Exceptions
 G8442: Pain Assessment NOT documented as being
performed, patient is not eligible for pain assessment as time
of encounter
 G8939: Pain Assessment documented as positive,
documentation patient is not eligible at the time of encounter
MIPS 408: Opioid Therapy Follow Up Evaluation (Process)
Denominator Codes
 G9561: Patients prescribed opiates for longer than six weeks
Numerator Codes
 G9562: Patients who had a follow up evaluation conducted as
least every 3 months during opioid therapy
 G9563: Patients who did not have a follow up evaluation
conducted at least every three months during opioid therapy
Denominator Exclusions
 M1022: Patients who were in a hospice at any time during the
performance period
MIPS 430: Prevention of Post-Op Nausea and Vomiting
(Process)
Denominator Codes
 4554F: Pt received inhalational anesthetic agent
 4556F: Pt exhibits 3 or more risk factors for PONV
Numerator Codes
 G9775: Pt received 2 prophylactic anti-emetic agents
 G9776: Documentation of medical reason for NOT receiving 2
anti-emetics
 G9777: Pt did NOT receive at least 2 anti-emetics
preoperatively and intraoperatively

Denominator Exclusions
G9654: Monitored Anesthesia Care
G9770: Peripheral Nerve Block

This sample quality capture form should not be construed as representing ASA policy, making clinical recommendations, dictating payment policy, dictating measures to collect, or substituting for the
judgment of a physician.

